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Abstract. Traditional casting defects in metal-matrix composites with saturated reinforcement.
This classification forms a casting defect group called “structure defects,” while the remaining
defect groups (shape defects and raw surface defects) under this new classification method
include groups present in casting defects in traditionally cast materials. This group (structure
defects) contains 5 subgroups, including both structural defects in traditionally cast materials,
which correspond to structural defects in saturated composite castings, as well as defects specific
to these castings. The proposed classification is still being refined.
Introduction
Metal composites are increasingly replacing traditional construction materials used in aviation
and in the construction of machinery and equipment. This is due to the ability to obtain virtually
any desirable functional properties using a composite material, such as a high damping factor,
high resistance to abrasion, high Young's modulus, low specific weight, and low coefficient of
thermal expansion which was generally widely described in classic books [1, 2], and detailed
issues in conference papers, earlier [3, 4] and recently [5-8].
A composite is defined [1, 2] as an ideal material with a perfect structure; however, real
composite materials, especially cast composites, usually have imperfect structures because they
contain various defects [4, 5, 9-12]. These defects arise because castings have specific structures
that are affected by the manufacturing process sequence. Classifying such material irregularities
makes it possible to:
– identify them precisely,
– determine why they form,
– determine which manufacturing stage causes their formation,
– promptly take countermeasures.
For metal composite castings, especially those produced by saturation, there is no such
classification [13-16]. The classification of casting defects of traditional materials (cast iron, cast
steel, and non-ferrous metal alloys) is insufficient and must be supplemented with specific
defects for metal composites. This problem, noticed during the manufacturing of castings from
saturated metal composites, was the reason for creating such a classification in this paper.
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Findings and discussion
All metal castings have defects of various types and origins. We define a casting defect as a
deviation in a material’s structure and mechanical or physicochemical properties from its
specifications [16]. Defects can be identified based on their features, which in turn leads to the
creation of a casting defect classification. This classification is useful for:
1) transferring information in research work, during an educational process, or in a
manufacturing process;
2) eliminating defective castings from further stages of a manufacturing process;
3) intervention aimed at removing the causes of defects from the manufacturing process.
As for the second case, the classification criteria of casting defects can be divided into three
casting groups [14-19]:
a) good castings (without defects) or with acceptable defects,
b) castings with repairable defects,
c) castings with disqualifying defects.
• Casting defect classification systems
For castings made from traditional materials, there are standards, atlases or catalogues of defects
[2, 14-21], which:
– enable unambiguous identification of defects;
– provide methods to detect them;
– determine why they form;
– suggest technological measures to prevent their formation.
Classification diagrams for casting defects are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Classification diagrams for casting defects in classic materials [17-21]
a – according to Polish standards; b – according to French standards; c – according to English
and German systems.
In Poland, a division described in [18-19] is used, with two distinguished levels (Figure 1a).
At the upper level, 4 defect groups are identified; at the lower level, each group is assigned
defects with specific features that are given names which help unambiguously identify them. In
the French foundry industry, a multi-stage structure is used [17, 20-21] whose first level contains
7 groups:
– outward growth of a metal;
– external and internal bubbles;
– discontinuities in a casting;
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– surface defects;
– incompleteness of a product;
– inaccurate dimensions or shape;
– structural inclusions or anomalies.
The lowest level also contains the names of individual defects; however, between this level and
the definition of a defect group, there are two intermediate levels containing additional features
of the group or subgroup (Figure 1b). In this way, each defect is assigned certain characteristics
to make it easier to identify its causes and take preventive actions [17, 20-21].
In the English and German literature, defects are classified in a different manner [17, 20-21].
The principle of this classification is presented in Figure lc. Defects are given names here, and
they are assigned to cause groups and particular causes of defect formation. This division would
be very convenient for identification, but some causes were defined somewhat inaccurately.
Since several defects may have a common cause, this division may not always be used
objectively.
Classification of casting defects according to Polish Standards
Polish classification of defects in metal castings is one of the few classifications covered by
governmental standards. As presented in the review in the previous section, this classification is
the simplest because of its two-stage arrangement. It also clearly divides defects in castings made
of different materials. The features, wide availability, and familiarity of this classification in
Poland make it necessary to refer to this classification while attempting to create another. Thus,
any further classifications will be based on the standard Polish defect classification, making it
necessary to elaborate on the Polish classification system. According to the Polish standard [19]
and national studies [2, 13, 18-19], this classification contains 4 groups of defects, presented in
Figure 2.
Defects of castings of traditional materials
1

Shape defects

2

Raw surface defects

3

Discontinuities

4

Internal defects

Figure 2. Defects in castings of traditional materials
(e.g., cast steel, cast iron, non-ferrous alloys).
The order of defect groups is consistent with the sequence of operations in a casting
acceptance by a quality control department. Shape defects are observed first, followed by raw
surface defects, and discontinuities. Internal defects are detected during non-destructive and
destructive testing and machining of castings. Each of the four groups is assigned certain defects,
which are then marked with “W”, and the type of material in which they occur is indicated in
Table 1. The Polish Standard (PN-85/H-83105) also indicates the causes of defect formation. In
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other studies [2, 3, 5, 8-18, 22-27], which properly extend this standard, methods of detection,
description, and repair of defects were also found.
Table 1 Classification of defects in castings of traditional materials [19]
Defect name

Marking
Group 1 – Shape defects
Mechanical damage
W-101
Misrun
W-102
Knob
W-103
Flash
W-104
Mismatch (shift)
W-105
Swelling
W-106
Warping
W-107
Group 2 – Raw surface defects
Roughness
W-201
External bubble
W-202
Pitted skin
W-203
Pock-marking
W-204
Pinholes
W-205
Shrinkage depression
W-206
Cold lap
W-207
Sand buckle
W-208
Rat tails
W-209
Sand holes
W-210
Crush
W-211
Contamination
W-212
Scale
W-213
Galling
W-214
Partial melting (during annealing)
W-215
Elephant skin
W-216
Sweat
W-217
Flowers
W-218
Metal penetration
W-219
Veins
W-220
Burning-on (of sand)
W-221
Sand holes
W-222
Oxidation
W-223
Peel
W-224
Group 3 – Discontinuities
Hot cracks
W-301
Cold cracks
W-302
Shrinkagcrack
W-303
Annealing cracks
W-304
Transgranular cracks
W-305
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Occurrence:
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
cast steel
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
malleable cast-iron
non-ferrous metals
malleable cast-iron
spheroidal graphite iron
non-ferrous metals
non-ferrous metals
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
non-ferrous metals
malleable cast-iron
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
malleable cast-iron
cast steel, non-ferrous metals
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Gas bubble
Porosity
Shrinkage cavity
Microporosity
Slag inclusion
Sand drops
Cold shots
Foreign metal
Segregation
Coarse-grained structure
Hard spots
Gray spots
White fracture
Bright fracture
Bright border
Heterogeneity
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Group 4 – Internal defects
W-401
W-402
W-403
W-404
W-405
W-406
W-407
W-408
W-409
W-410
W-411
W-412
W-413
W-414
W-415
W-416

all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
all alloys
non-ferrous metals
non-ferrous metals
cast iron
malleable cast-iron
malleable cast-iron
malleable cast-iron
malleable cast-iron
all alloys

Summary
The literature concerning defects in metal matrix saturated composite castings is scarce, and a
description of the quality of such castings requires unambiguous defect classification. In the
technical literature, there is no such classification – only attempts – to which the authors have
contributed [10, 28-29]. In publications on composite castings, these irregularities (defects) are
often defined imprecisely [1, 5, 17, 22], and the descriptions often include several similar defects
occurring at different stages of the manufacturing process, possibly due to various noninterrelated reasons. The only common feature of these defects is often their shape, size, form,
etc.
The first two groups of defects and part of the third and fourth groups in castings made of
conventional materials (Fig.2 and Table 1) and in composite castings, including saturated
composites, are consistent with the previously presented defect identification methods. Metal
saturated composite castings have a characteristic structure that results from the presence of
reinforcement, most often fibres, located in the metal matrix and permanently connected with it.
The matrix and reinforcement can contact in locations where defects not present in
conventional castings may appear. Some can be classified as a lack of continuity, e.g., a
discontinuity at phase boundaries, while others are classified as internal defects, e.g., pores or
defects in the matrix structure. Other defects are not found in traditional classifications and
mainly include reinforcement and matrix defects or a combination of these components;
however, they may also include pores if the matrix incompletely saturates the reinforcement.
Hence, there is a need to develop a classification for specific defects of metal matrix composite
castings with saturated reinforcement. Therefore, it was decided to develop a defect classification
system which was an intermediate system between the Polish and French systems (Figure 1),
dividing defects into groups, while shape defects and raw surface defects would correspond to
the Polish classification. Due to the specific structures of composites, continuity defects, internal
defects, and defect characteristics for saturated composites fell under a single group, which was
divided into subgroups. However, making this division requires a detailed analysis of the
manufacturing process of saturated metal composite castings, which should be performed
concerning a possible defect formation during various stages of this process. “Structure defects”
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1

Shape defects

2

Raw surface defects

3

Structure defects

SUBGROUP

GROUP

would be the best-suited name for that group. The general structure of this classification is shown
in Fig. 3.
The proposed classification, including both ontology and taxonomy, may be interesting not
only in the material [30] area, but also in the mechanical [31-33] and technological [34, 35] area.

3.1

Reinforcment defects

3.2

Matrix defects

3.3

Matrix-reinforcment contact defects

3.2

Internal defects

3.3

Discontinuities

Fig. 3. Proposed classification of defects in saturated metal composite castings.
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